
 

To improve a promising cancer drug, cut it in
half
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Neoleukin-2/15 can be split into two fragments that reconstitute its activity when
combined. a, Splitting strategy for Neo-2/15. Structure of Neo-2/15 (cylinder
representation) and murine IL-2 receptors β and γ (beige and pink surface
representations, respectively, PDB ID: 6dg5). Dashed line represents the selected
split site between helix H1 (Neo2A), involved in the interface with both
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receptors, and fragment H32’4 (Neo2B). b, Binding of split Neo-2/15 fragments
to the IL-2 receptor. Biolayer interferometry binding assay illustrating the
binding kinetics of intact Neo-2/15 (black), Neo2A (blue), Neo2B (purple) and
the combination of Neo2A + Neo2B (magenta) (1 μM concentration) binding to
biotinylated human IL-2Rγ immobilized on an Octet streptavidin sensor in the
presence of 250 nM soluble hIL-2Rβ. Full titrations are provided in Extended
Data Fig. 1a. c, Signaling of split Neo-2/15 on human YT-1 cells. STAT5
phosphorylation in YT-1 cells following treatment with intact Neo-2/15 (black,
EC50 = 1.87 × 10−10 M), Neo2A (blue, EC50 undetermined), Neo2B (purple,
EC50 undetermined) or the combination of Neo2A + Neo2B (magenta, EC50 =
2.83 × 10–8 M). Treatment with the split pair reconstituted Neo-2/15 activity. *
indicates different EC50 values with nonoverlapping 95% confidence interval
ranges. Experiments were performed in triplicate three times, with similar
results. Data are presented as mean ± s.d. Credit: Nature Biotechnology (2022).
DOI: 10.1038/s41587-022-01510-z

A new study shows that when an experimental cancer medication is split
in half, the molecule becomes safer and more effective.

Scientists at the University of Washington School of Medicine were
looking for ways to improve a promising cancer drug called Neo-2/15.
This protein was created to mimic the function of Interleukin-2, or IL-2,
which is a natural molecule that can amp up immune cells to fight off
infections and cancer.

While IL-2 can be used to treat some cancers, this systemic cytokine
therapy also causes toxic side effects in patients. The scientists designed
Neo-2/15 to be a "better version" of IL-2, one where those side effects
are mediated.

To further improve Neo-2/15, a team led by recent UW Bioengineering
graduate student Alfredo Quijano-Rubio dissected the molecule. When
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chopped up just the right way, the resulting drug fragments displayed
neither beneficial activity nor unwanted side effects. When the
fragments were recombined on the surface of cancer cells, however, the
drug's activity could be restored.

The team tested the new split-drug approach in cancerous mice. As
expected, individual drug fragments did not show any antitumor activity.
Yet when both fragments were given in the right dosage, some animals
achieved complete tumor remission with no toxic effects. This was not
the case for mice treated with IL-2 or intact Neo-2/15, which while
efficacious can show systemic toxicity at high doses.

"By controlling when and where drugs become active in the body, we
may be able to create safer and more effective cancer treatments," said
Quijano-Rubio.

The study is published in Nature Biotechnology.

  More information: Alfredo Quijano-Rubio et al, A split, conditionally
active mimetic of IL-2 reduces the toxicity of systemic cytokine therapy,
Nature Biotechnology (2022). DOI: 10.1038/s41587-022-01510-z
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